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Chapter 2931 

"Which mountain is the Blood Butterfly Demonic Empress in?"Wu Dao asked.Die Yue had once told him 

that even in the Upper World, there were no more than five people who knew her name.Therefore, in 

front of Tiger and the other two, the Martial Dao Body still referred to Die Yue as the Emperor.Qing Qing 

said, "The Blood Butterfly Demonic Empress is in a valley called the Butterfly Valley. It is not part of the 

nine mountain ranges.""The Butterfly Valley is not big. The Butterfly Tribe cultivates there."The Martial 

Dao Body brought the three of them through the spatial tunnel at an extremely fast speed. It didn't take 

long for them to reach the deepest part of the Tai Ah Mountain Range.On the peak of the mountain in 

the distance, one could see a huge palace built by the side of the mountain. The buildings were stacked 

on top of each other, giving off a majestic and magnificent aura!"Hmm?"The Martial Dao True Body 

frowned as if he had sensed something."There is only one Demonic Empress in the Tai Ah Mountain 

Range?"Wu Dao asked."Yes."Tiger nodded. "In the entire Eastern Wilderness, there are only ten 

Demonic Empress, including the Blood Butterfly Demonic Empress. If not for her strength, the Eastern 

Wilderness would have collapsed. Boss, what's wrong? "Wu Dao's true body didn't explain. After 

pondering for a moment, he led Tiger and the other two past the many checkpoints and landed in front 

of the largest palace in the group of palaces.With his Divine Sense, he could easily sense the aura of two 

Demonic Emperors in the palace!In the palace, other than the two Demonic Emperors sitting at the top, 

there were dozens of Demonic Emperors standing on both sides of the palace.Just as Wu Dao's original 

body arrived, the two Demonic Emperors stopped talking and looked over."Who is it!"Seeing Wu Dao's 

original body and the other three enter the palace, the Demonic Emperors on both sides shouted with 

unfriendly expressions."Greetings, Demonic Emperors."Tiger hurriedly stepped forward and bowed to 

the group of Monster Kings while explaining, "We're on the same side, on the same side!""The three of 

us are Demon Generals from the Gaiyu Country. This is our sworn brother. He is also here to help the 

Eastern Wilderness."Hearing this, the surrounding Demon Kings looked at each other with a strange look 

on their faces.Hearing this, they relaxed and just calmly looked at Wu Dao's group of four with a faint 

smile on their faces. 

 

The tiger heaved a sigh of relief and smiled: "I'm Hu Batian. I'm here to see Demon Emperor Tianwu, I 

have something to .""I am."At the very top, the man on the left slowly spoke.The tiger regained his spirit 

and said solemnly, "Monster Monarch Tian Wu, Monster King Gai Yu is preparing to betray the East 

Barren and submit to Cang. He even killed a few monster generals to threaten the other monster 

generals and make us submit to him!""Oh?"Demon Emperor Tian Wu raised his eyebrows and asked in 

surprise, "Is there such a thing?"As he spoke, Demon Emperor Tian Wu looked at the man beside 

him.This man looked a little strange. There were two beast heads on his neck. His body was filled with 

Demon Qi, and his eyes were fierce.The two-headed beast and Demon Emperor Tian Wu looked at each 

other and smiled at the same time.The tiger said, "The four of us took the risk to come here because we 

guessed that there might be other Demon Kings in the Tai Ah Mountain Range besides the Gaiyu 

Country. Please be prepared, Demon Emperor Tian Wu.""How did you survive?"Demon Emperor Tian 

Wu suddenly asked, "That trash Gai Yu didn't kill you?""We …"The tiger's heart sank. He vaguely felt that 

there was something wrong with Demon Emperor Tian Wu's words.Not only Demon Emperor Tian Wu, 

but the surrounding Demon Kings' reactions were also a little strange.After hearing the news, the 

dozens of Demon Kings were not surprised at all. Instead, there was a hint of mockery and ridicule in 



their eyes.Wu Dao's original body had not spoken since he stepped into the main hall.At this moment, 

he finally opened his mouth and only asked one question."Demon Emperor Tian Wu, who is that beside 

you?"Wu Dao's original body stared at Demon Emperor Tian Wu and the tiger at the very top of the 

main hall and slowly asked."Me?"The two-headed beast suddenly grinned and said, "Hahahaha, you 

don't even know me, and you think you're smart enough to tip me off?""My Emperor Title, Foot 

Technique!"The two-headed beast said word by word.Emperor Title!Another Demon Emperor!The tiger 

was shocked. He tried his best to remain calm and forced a smile. He praised, "Wow, there's another 

Demon Emperor in the Tai Ah Mountain Range. Congratulations!" 

 

"It seems like our worries were completely unnecessary. We've disturbed the two Demon Emperors. 

We'll leave now.""Demon Monarchs, please wait, please wait …"The tiger said as he gave Qing Qing and 

the Golden Lion a look.At their level, although they had never seen Demon Emperor Zu Shu, they had 

heard of his name.Demon Emperor Foot Technique was originally a Demon Emperor in the Southern 

Wilderness.However, after 'Cang' swept through the Southern Wilderness, this Demon Emperor Foot 

Technique submitted to 'Cang' and had long been a Demon Emperor under 'Cang'!At this moment, this 

Demon Emperor Foot Technique appeared in the Tian Wu Hall and sat side by side with Demon Emperor 

Tian Wu. This in itself meant many things.The tiger's heart had already sunk to the bottom.It was only 

now that he realized.Demon King Gai Yu's betrayal was not a coincidence!The entire Tai Ah Mountain 

Range might be swallowed by 'Cang'!Demon Emperor Tian Wu had most likely betrayed the Eastern 

Wilderness!Now that the four of them had come to Tian Wu Hall and even ed to Demon Monarch Tian 

Wu, it was no different from sending lambs to the tiger's den!Qing Qing and the Golden Lion's 

expressions were also ugly.Demon Emperor Tian Wu smiled and said, "Since you're here, don't 

leave."Swoosh! Swoosh!Swoosh! Dozens of Demon Kings had already appeared and surrounded Wu 

Dao's original body, blocking their path of retreat."What the hell is this!?"The tiger cursed in his 

heart.The four of them had just reunited and not been happy for long, but in the blink of an eye, they 

were in danger!Extreme joy begets sorrow. This was it.The tiger looked at the dozens of Demon Kings 

around him who were eyeing him covetously with ill intentions. His face was pale as he asked in a low 

voice, "Boss, as a pinnacle King, can you hold on?"After saying that, even the tiger himself was not 

confident.The gap between the Grotto-Heaven Realm and the Emperor Realm was like the abyss!Not to 

mention a pinnacle King, even a Quasi-emperor expert was not enough in front of a true Emperor.The 

tiger said, "Boss, why don't you escape first and take revenge for the three of us later …" 

 

"Why should I escape?"Wu Dao's original body looked calm as he ignored the dozens of Demon Kings 

around him. He only stared at Demon Emperor Tian Wu and Demon Emperor Foot Technique and said 

indifferently, "The ones who should escape are not us."After he had stepped into the perfected Martial 

Domain Realm, he had not fought with an Emperor Realm expert.There were two Demon Emperors in 

front of him. He could let him try how powerful the perfected Wu Dao Purgatory could be! 

Chapter 2932 

"Kill!"Without waiting for Demon Thearch Tian Wu's order, the dozens of Demon Monarchs around him 

roared and charged towards Wu Dao's group of four!The tiger, Qing Qing, and the Golden Lion were 

pale.They would not be able to withstand the pressure emitted by any of the demon monarchs.Not to 

mention the dozens of Demon Monarchs swarming them. It was as if they would be torn to pieces in the 

next moment!Boom!At that moment, a loud sound came from Wu Dao's body.A crimson halo suddenly 



burst out from Wu Dao's body. Countless mysterious runes gathered on it and instantly enveloped the 

dozens of Demon Monarchs around him!"Be careful!"Demon Thearch Tian Wu's expression changed as 

he warned loudly.Within this crimson red halo, he felt a kind of power that made his heart palpitate!The 

Demon Monarchs did not have time to think and subconsciously held up their respective grotto-

heavens.Dozens of grotto-heavens appeared, and the surrounding void began to collapse!In the next 

moment, the crimson halo suddenly exploded, forming a huge flame domain that was intertwined with 

terrifying Dao and laws!This flame domain directly engulfed the dozens of Demon Monarchs.Red Lotus 

Karmic Fire, Martial Soul Fire, Tribulation Fire, Dragon-Phoenix Flame, Hellfire, and Netherworld Ghost 

Flame!The six types of supreme flames were like six fire dragons that circled and danced in this domain. 

They emitted different auras and powers, but they could perfectly fuse together.Wu Dao's original body 

did not intend to test this group of Demon Monarchs at all. The first thing he attacked was Wu Dao's 

Purgatory!Even a Boundary Thearch could not withstand the greater success Wu Dao's Purgatory.Now, 

the greater perfection Wu Dao's Purgatory was simply a destructive force to this group of Demon 

Monarchs!Some Demon Monarchs could not even last a breath before being burned to ashes. The 

fragments of their grotto-heavens turned into streams of light and entered Wu Dao's body to be 

devoured by the Origin Martial Grotto-Heaven.Some Demon Monarchs relied on their greater perfection 

grotto-heavens to only last a breath or two.Under the control of Wu Dao's true body, the tiger, Qing 

Qing, and the Golden Lion were not harmed at all even though they were in Wu Dao's purgatory.Before 

Old Tiger and the other two could react, they discovered that the group of Demon Kings, who were still 

filled with killing intent, had already turned into ashes. Not even their corpses remained! 

 

"F * ck …"Tiger was dumbfounded. His lips trembled as he said in a trembling voice, "This, this, this is too 

much …"The whole process had indeed happened too quickly.Demon Monarch Tian Wu and Demon 

Monarch Zu Shu didn't even have time to attack before dozens of Demon Monarchs died!At this 

moment, the two Beast Monarchs finally realized that they had encountered a ruthless person!Of 

course, the two of them were Martial Emperors after all. They were already at the peak of the Middle 

World. They wouldn't retreat without a fight just because they saw a ruthless person.Boom! Boom!The 

two Demonic Emperors did not dare to hold back. They held up a world and rushed towards Wu Dao's 

original body.Wu Dao's Purgatory, the two worlds fiercely collided!The two completely different forces 

intertwined and devoured each other.In just a few breaths, the two Demonic Emperors' expressions 

changed. They were secretly shocked.The two worlds they held up were burning under the Purgatory's 

flames. The temperature was constantly rising. The edges were even burning red!If this continued, the 

two Demonic Emperors' worlds would be incinerated by Wu Dao's Purgatory!At this moment, Wu Dao's 

original body's blood essence surged. With a long roar, he took a step forward. The earth shook, and the 

mountains shook. An unstoppable aura burst forth!The power of Wu Dao's Purgatory also rose.Every 

inch of the Purgatory's void contained Wu Dao's will. It advanced bravely and courageously!Whoosh!Wu 

Dao's Purgatory's range expanded again, enveloping the two worlds!In this domain, Wu Dao's original 

body was the only god!Now, if the two Demonic Emperors wanted to leave alive, they had to break out 

of Wu Dao's Purgatory first!Blazing flames surged into the skies.Against the burning of Wu Dao's 

Purgatory, the two worlds could not withstand it at all. They were burned crystal clear with a red glow 

and could collapse at any moment!Tiger and the other two were dumbfounded.Although their 

cultivation realms were far from that level, they could tell that the two Demonic Emperors were 

suppressed by Wu Dao's original body!"Boss has already cultivated to this level?"Tiger was 

speechless.Within Wu Dao's Purgatory, Demon Emperor Tian Wu had already transformed into his true 



body and released his bloodline phenomenon. Together with the world, he continued to resist the 

burning of Wu Dao's Purgatory. 

 

It was the same for Demon Emperor Zu Shu.However, the two of them were like trapped beasts 

fighting.As long as they were still in Wu Dao's Purgatory, the two of them would not be able to leave 

alive!Finally, a look of determination flashed through Demon Emperor Zu Shu's eyes.He turned his 

Monarch weapon and suddenly chopped off one of his heads, causing blood to spurt out.With the help 

of the blood, Demon Emperor Zu Shu continuously released Dharmic Arts into the head. At the same 

time, he shouted, "Explode!"Boom!Accompanied by an earth-shattering explosion.One of Beast 

Emperor Zu Shu's heads exploded with a loud bang, bursting with an unparalleled power. Even the 

Purgatory of Martial Dao couldn't withstand it and quickly collapsed.Of course, under such a violent 

impact, the two Demonic Emperors' worlds also collapsed.Even so, the two Demonic Emperors were 

overjoyed and heaved a sigh of relief.As long as they could break free from that fiery purgatory, the two 

of them could rely on their powerful bodies and blood to fight against the purple-robed man. Their 

chances of winning were very high!After the two Demonic Emperors broke free from Wu Dao's 

Purgatory, they took out their Monarch weapons and charged toward Wu Dao's original body instead of 

retreating."Ignorant fools."Wu Dao's original body said coldly. He stepped forward and threw two 

punches at the two Demonic Emperors without even taking out the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron!The 

two Demonic Emperors instantly felt suffocated by the two punches.There was such a ferocious fist art 

in this world!Not only was the punch ferocious and explosive, it even sealed off the two Demonic 

Emperors' escape route.The rift collapsed in the direction of the punch. The two Demonic Emperors lost 

control of their bodies and slammed toward the punch.Facing the punch, the two Demonic Emperors 

did not even have the chance to retreat.They could only face it head-on!Bang! Bang!Wu Dao's fist 

collided with the two Monarch Weapons, resulting in a dull thud.The two Monarch Weapons were 

instantly knocked away by Wu Dao's fist.A shocking force surged into the two Demonic Emperors' 

bodies and swept across their bodies, destroying their vitality.Puff! Puff! 

 

The two Demonic Emperors were blasted apart by Wu Dao's two punches and turned into two clouds of 

blood mist!This was the power of a perfected Martial Domain Realm cultivator!The two Demonic 

Emperors' Primordial Spirits were not destroyed. With a thought, they reformed their bodies and turned 

to flee without hesitation.However, Wu Dao's original body was faster.The two Demonic Emperors had 

just turned around and failed to escape the hall when they felt their vision darken.Around the two of 

them, a huge furnace appeared and enveloped the two of them.Outside the furnace, the two Demonic 

Emperors seemed to see a pair of deep and cold eyes staring down at them like a deity."Who exactly is 

he!"That was the last thought in the two Demonic Emperors' minds. 

Chapter 2933 

Eastern Wilderness.Butterfly Valley.After Wu Dao's true body dealt with the two Demon Emperors, he 

did not linger in Tai Ah Mountain Range. Instead, he brought Tiger and the other two to Butterfly 

Valley.Given the speed of Wu Dao's true body, it did not take long for them to arrive at the place.Wu 

Dao's true body was not in a hurry to enter.He sensed for a while.There were many small valleys in 

Butterfly Valley.In one of the small valleys, there was indeed an extremely powerful aura that was faintly 

discernible!Wu Dao's true body took a deep breath and removed the Mara Mask. Then, he brought 

Tiger and the other two and tore through the void, arriving outside the small valley silently.That 



powerful aura was inside!Could it be Die Yue?What was her residence like?Was it an imperial palace or 

a cave abode?Too many thoughts flashed through Su Zimo's mind. At this moment, he could not calm 

down at all.After standing still for a long time, Su Zimo finally headed into the valley.After entering the 

valley, his vision opened up.As far as the eye could see, there were clusters of flowers in all colors.There 

were no buildings in the valley. There was only a gigantic green rock in the middle of the flowers and a 

red figure sat on it.That figure wore a blood-colored robe and hugged her knees with her arms. Her 

black hair was like a waterfall and her chin was resting on her arms, burying half of her face.She looked 

lazy and casual. Her posture was like a blood-colored butterfly that stood quietly on the green 

rock.Although he could only see a side profile, Su Zimo could already confirm that it was Die Yue!This 

figure had haunted his heart for many years.Su Zimo had imagined countless times how the two of them 

would meet again.Perhaps, Die Yue was in an unresolvable danger and he descended like a god, riding a 

rainbow cloud and standing beside Die Yue to fight by her side.Perhaps, some strong enemy was forcing 

Die Yue to become Dao companions with him.A woman as stunning as Die Yue would definitely be 

admired by countless people in the upper world.Su Zimo was even prepared to snatch Die Yue over even 

if he had to cause a ruckus at the wedding! 

 

Perhaps, he was in danger and Die Yue sensed it and saved him.Or perhaps …Su Zimo had thought of too 

many scenes, but he had never thought that the two of them would meet again in such a quiet and 

peaceful valley, with birds chirping and flowers blooming, butterflies dancing in the air, and a brook 

gurgling.There were no flashes of swords, no rain of blood.This moment was like a dream.But it was real 

and beautiful.This was the best meeting between the two of them.The figure on the bluestone seemed 

to have noticed something.To be more precise, with Die Yue's cultivation, she must have known that 

someone was coming. She just didn't want to bother.Perhaps touched by Su Zimo's gaze, the figure 

gradually raised its head and glanced over.Their eyes met.The two of them couldn't shift their gazes 

away.A trace of doubt surfaced on Die Yue's face, followed by surprise. Her beautiful eyes were filled 

with disbelief.Such emotional fluctuations were rarely seen in Die Yue."Second Master Su?"After a long 

while, Die Yue asked softly, as if she still couldn't believe it.In Tianhuang Mainland, most people in Ping 

Yang Town would address Su Zimo as such.Die Yue had lived in Ping Yang Town for three years and 

naturally knew about it.When he heard that distant address, Su Zimo smiled. "Miss Die, I'm here to look 

for you."Both of them were using the address they used in Ping Yang Town.When she heard that, Die 

Yue smiled as well."I'll look for you!""Alright, I'll wait for you."Back when she left that small town and 

Tianhuang Mainland, the young man who she had already severed her karma with shouted those words 

to her.At that time, she merely replied casually.However, she did not expect that the young man would 

come today!At this moment, Die Yue's heart felt as though it was struck by something.That feeling was 

indescribable.She had never felt or experienced anything like this before.She could not imagine how 

much pain and danger that young man had to go through for this day!She couldn't imagine what had 

made that mortal, who didn't even have a Spiritual Root, walk step by step to this place. 

 

The two of them looked at each other just like that.In this valley, both of them only had eyes for each 

other.Die Yue was smiling.However, Su Zimo could still see a trace of fatigue between her brows.It 

seemed like the situation in Eastern Wilderness was still giving her quite a bit of pressure.Just like that, 

the two of them smiled and did not speak.However, there was an indescribable joy in their 

hearts.Naturally, Su Zimo knew why he was happy.However, Die Yue could not explain it.However, the 

moment she saw Su Zimo, her heartstrings seemed to have been tugged and a complicated feeling 



surged within her.After a long time, Die Yue finally spoke again with a faint smile. "Before I left 

Tianhuang Mainland, I left you three gifts. Did you come to look for me empty-handed?""This …"Su Zimo 

was speechless for a moment and was stumped by the question.He had been thinking about how to 

catch up with Die Yue and had indeed not considered what gifts to bring when he reunited with Die Yue 

…All of a sudden!A thought flashed through Su Zimo's mind. He took out two round objects from his 

storage bag and threw them on the ground. "There are gifts too …"When the three of them saw the gifts 

that Su Zimo took out, their vision turned black and they almost fainted on the spot!The two round 

objects were the heads of the two Demon Emperors that Su Zimo had killed previously, Demon Emperor 

Tianwu and Demon Emperor Zu Shu!The two heads were charred black by the flames and were 

unrecognizable. There was even a pungent smell."Boss's gift is too ferocious …"The Golden Lion clutched 

his chest and looked at Su Zimo as though he had seen a ghost!Qing Qing pressed her forehead and 

could not bear to watch any longer."If you don't know anything about this, ask me. Who gives heads as 

gifts!"The tiger looked as though he expected better from Die Yue and was so angry that he trembled. 

"This is only because it's the Blood Butterfly Demon Emperor. If it was anyone else, they would have 

fainted on the spot …"Of course, Die Yue would not faint.However, when she saw the two 'unique' gifts, 

she was still stunned for a long time with a conflicted expression. 

 

Su Zimo truly did not think too much.He merely thought that since he had bumped into the collusion 

between Demon Emperor Tianwu and Demon Emperor Zu Shu, he would be helping Die Yue 

imperceptibly by killing them.That was the reason why he took out the two heads as gifts in a flash of 

inspiration.However, at this moment, when he heard the complaints of the three behind him, he 

gradually calmed down and realized that it was indeed inappropriate to give heads away …Right then, 

Die Yue said faintly, "I was just joking with you earlier on. If you don't know how to give gifts, it's fine if 

you don't …"Su Zimo was embarrassed when he heard that.However, Die Yue paused for a moment and 

said in a gentler tone, "The fact that you're here is already the best gift." 

Chapter 2934 

Who was Die Yue?She was one of the most powerful Emperors in the Great Desolate World and even 

the three thousand worlds. Lin Zhan even said that she was the one closest to becoming a Great 

Emperor!Since the Nine Heavens Mystic Fairy Emperor and the Nine Nether Emperor, when had there 

been such a stunning woman in the three thousand worlds?The Butterfly race was naturally weak and 

could not even compare to the human race.However, Die Yue's appearance changed the status of the 

Butterfly race in the ten thousand races single-handedly!She only attracted the lowest 59 Heavenly 

Tribulations when she entered the True Self realm. Later on, she also went against the trend and broke 

fate to become the most powerful Emperor in the three thousand worlds!Her life was a legend!And 

now, this legendary woman who stood at the peak of the world was saying touching words to Su 

Zimo.Even the experts who had followed Die Yue for many years had never seen this side of her, let 

alone the three of them."Let's go and not disturb them."Qing Qing sent a voice transmission. "They 

haven't seen each other for many years. I wonder how much they have to talk about."The tiger seemed 

to have thought of something and winked. "Talking is secondary. The most important thing is to enter 

the bridal chamber as soon as possible …""Who's like you, thinking about such shameless things all day 

long!"Qing Qing glared at the tiger and pulled his ear as they left the valley.…"Come and sit."Die Yue sat 

on the green rock and patted the empty seat beside her with a smile.After the three of them left, only 

the two of them were left in the valley.Looking at Die Yue on the green rock, Su Zimo felt as though he 



had returned to the time when Die Yue was teaching at Ping Yang Town.Die Yue was also sitting on a 

green rock back then.However, he had never had the chance to sit beside Die Yue.Die Yue had always 

been indifferent to him and rarely smiled. She even used 'violent' methods to help him cultivate …Even 

if he was allowed to go over, he might not dare to.The difference between the two of them was too 

great.But now, in a flash, Su Zimo arrived on the green rock and sat beside Die Yue.A strange look 

flashed across Die Yue's eyes. 

 

"It's indeed different."Die Yue looked at Su Zimo carefully before saying, "You don't seem to be afraid of 

me at all."In the entire Middle Realm, not many people dared to approach Die Yue, much less sit so 

close to her.Su Zimo looked at Die Yue, who was just inches away from him, and a bold idea suddenly 

arose in his mind. His heart pounded uncontrollably."Hmm?"Die Yue noticed Su Zimo's abnormality and 

her expression changed as she asked, "What are you thinking about?"Su Zimo took a deep breath and 

mustered his courage. Suddenly, he stretched out his hand and grabbed Die Yue's soft hand.Die Yue 

raised her eyebrows slightly but did not dodge.Just like that, she let Su Zimo hold her hand.It was soft, 

slender, smooth, and had a hint of warmth.Su Zimo held her tightly, as if he was afraid that Die Yue 

would leave again.Die Yue did not break free. She smiled at Su Zimo and said, "Second Young Master Su 

is getting bolder and bolder."Su Zimo only held Die Yue's hand tightly, smiling without saying a 

word."Them?"Die Yue pointed at the two Demon Thearch heads not far away, slightly puzzled.Su Zimo 

said, "Demon Thearch Tian Wu has already betrayed Eastern Wilderness. Because we bumped into 

them, these two wanted to kill me, so I killed them."Although Su Zimo spoke casually, Die Yue could 

hear something unusual from his words.He could kill two Demon Thearchs?"Your cultivation …"Die Yue's 

divine senses swept across Wu Dao's body, and she frowned slightly. "Emperor Realm? Hmm … it 

doesn't look like it. What Dao technique are you cultivating? "Die Yue was indeed powerful. She could 

tell at a glance that Wu Dao's Dao technique was different."Wu Dao."Su Zimo said, "Back then, when 

you used the Blood Butterfly Avatar to descend to Infinite Region, I told you that my achievements were 

not limited to this. Wu Dao is a Dao technique that I created.""Even if the living beings of the ten 

thousand races do not have a Spirit Root, they can still cultivate Wu Dao and change their fate. They can 

fight against the heavens and earth for their fate. Everyone is a dragon!"Die Yue's eyes shone with a hint 

of admiration."I can't compare to such a bold spirit." 

 

Die Yue nodded and praised, "You've walked your own Dao. Furthermore, you've reached this step."Su 

Zimo explained Wu Dao's Dao to Die Yue completely.On one hand, this Dao technique might be helpful 

for Die Yue's cultivation.On the other hand, Su Zimo encountered another bottleneck on Wu Dao.After 

the Martial Domain realm, he had to create another Dao technique before he could advance 

further!And now, he had cultivated to the perfected Martial Domain realm.Without the next Dao 

technique, it would be difficult for him to evolve in the Martial Domain realm no matter how many Dao 

techniques he absorbed and refined.Of course, the Origin Martial Grotto-Heaven would continue to 

devour grotto-heavens. The world would continue to evolve and transform into a world.If there was one 

person in the world who could make Su Zimo exchange Dao techniques with without reservation, it 

would probably be Die Yue.Only Die Yue could guide the current Wu Dao's main body!"How is the 

strength of the Emperor realm determined?"Su Zimo asked.Die Yue explained, "The Emperor realm is 

actually the World realm. It's similar to the Grotto-Heaven realm. It's divided into small worlds, great 

worlds, and perfected worlds."Su Zimo nodded.In that case, the Emperor realm experts of small worlds 

were ordinary Imperial Lords.The great worlds were peerless Imperial Lords.Only the experts of great 



perfected worlds could be called peak Imperial Lords!"You're a half-step Emperor now?"Su Zimo 

probed.According to past experience, there was the half-step King realm before the Grotto-Heaven 

realm.Before the Emperor realm, there was the Quasi-emperor realm.Before the Emperor realm, there 

should be the half-step Emperor realm.Moreover, Skywolf had once said that Emperor Bo Xun was only 

half a step away from the Emperor realm."Half-step Emperor?"Die Yue shook her head and said, 

"There's no such realm in the world. After the peak Imperial Lord realm is the Emperor realm!""There's 

no half-step Emperor realm?"Su Zimo was surprised. After pondering for a long time, he asked, "What 

exactly is the Emperor realm? Why can only one Emperor be born in a Middle World? "Since ancient 

times, there was a saying that there was only one Emperor.But not many people knew how to become 

an Emperor and why there was only one Emperor! 

 

Die Yue said, "After the World realm, when you cultivate to a certain level, you will come into contact 

with another level of power. This is the 'Dao'.""Dao?"Su Zimo murmured softly.Die Yue said, "The Dao 

can be Dao. It's not an ordinary Dao. The Great Dao is formless and is the hardest to 

comprehend.""Once you understand your 'Dao', sense it, feel the will of the Dao, comprehend the Great 

Dao, and experience the concept of the Great Dao, you will condense your own Dao-imprint in a 

world.""When this happens, the world that you create will resonate with the medium-class world.""At 

the same time, your Dao-imprint will also be imprinted on the Middle World. All the living beings in the 

three thousand worlds will be able to sense it at this moment!""This is what an Emperor is.""As long as 

an Emperor is alive and his Dao-imprint is not destroyed, others will not be able to fuse their Dao-

imprint into a Middle World. That's why there is the saying that there is only one Emperor." 

Chapter 2935 

As long as a Grand Emperor did not die, his Dao-seal would not be destroyed!"So that's how it is."Su 

Zimo was enlightened.After pondering for a moment, Su Zimo said, "If that's the case, then the reason 

why Grand Emperors are so much more powerful than Emperors is most likely because they have come 

into contact with the power of the Dao."Die Yue said, "Someone once told me that the power of a Grand 

Emperor should not appear in a Dimensional Realm. That is the next major realm after the Emperor 

realm, and it comes from the Greater Thousand Realms.""Everything about Grand Emperors was told to 

me by that person.""Oh?"Su Zimo was rather surprised. Who would know about Grand Emperors, and 

even the Greater Thousand Realms?"Who is that person?"Su Zimo asked.Die Yue was silent.A short 

while later, she shook her head slightly. "That person's identity is rather special. It's best if you don't 

know."After a pause, she added, "And it's best if you don't encounter her."Upon hearing this, Su Zimo 

didn't pursue the matter.Die Yue said, "Even if you become a Grand Emperor, you won't be able to 

freely travel through a Dimensional Realm or descend at will. It will take some time to travel long 

distances.""But after becoming a Grand Emperor, your world will resonate with a Dimensional Realm, 

and after leaving behind a Dao-seal, you will be able to descend anywhere in the Dimensional Realm 

with a single thought."Ruling over the world, reigning supreme in the universe. This was the power of a 

Grand Emperor!Su Zimo said in a low voice, "In other words, any of the supreme Emperors of the three 

thousand Realms can take this final step.""That's right."Die Yue nodded.Su Zimo was secretly 

speechless.Many Emperors cultivated, but only one had the chance to become a Grand Emperor. One 

could imagine how difficult this was!Die Yue continued, "However, there are significant differences in 

combat power between supreme Emperors. I am one of the strongest supreme Emperors.""After 

becoming a Grand Emperor, cultivation will become extremely difficult.""What World-level cultivators 



need to devour is no longer natural elemental energy. Instead, they need to devour an extremely rare, 

even higher level of energy.""This energy does not belong to a Dimensional Realm. Or rather, it is very 

difficult to find it in a Dimensional Realm." 

 

Su Zimo frowned. "Another kind of power?"Die Yue said, "This power could very well be the origin of 

yuan qi. The origin of the yuan qi of heaven and earth comes from the Vast Thousand Domains.""The 

beginning of vitality?"In Su Zimo's mind, words from the "Yin Yang Charm Scripture" suddenly flashed 

through. He subconsciously murmured, "The three Qis of chaos, the void was created and the hole was 

created. Because the hole was created, the void was created, because the void was created, because the 

void was created, because the void was created, because the void was created, because the void was 

created, because the void was created."The Upper Qi is called Origin, the Middle Qi is called Yuan, and 

the Lower Qi is called Spirit. Spirit is born from Emptiness, Yuan is born from Cave, and Origin is born 

from Nothingness. Therefore, one gives birth to two, two gives birth to three, and three gives birth to all 

things."Hearing this, Die Yue's eyes lit up.With her cultivation and knowledge, she was naturally able to 

discern the profundities and techniques contained within these two paragraphs of text!Originally, Su 

Zimo didn't quite understand the words of the Yin Yang Charm Scripture.It was only when he heard Die 

Yue talk about the origin of yuan qi that he began to understand.Su Zimo said, "The so-called Upper, 

Middle and Lower Qi may correspond to the Genesis Qi of the Vast Thousand Domains, the Yuan Qi of 

the Middle Thousand Domains, and the Spirit Qi of the Small Thousand Domains.""That should be the 

case."Die Yue nodded.If the Genesis Qi came from the Vast Thousand Domains, it would indeed be 

extremely difficult for Emperors in the Middle Thousand Domains to cultivate.Only by finding some 

treasures that contained Genesis Qi would one be able to raise one's cultivation level.This phenomenon 

was somewhat contradictory and abnormal.Why would Emperors in the Middle Thousand Domains 

need some kind of energy from the Vast Thousand Domains to cultivate?Die Yue continued, "The 

strength of an Emperor expert is not only directly related to one's cultivation level, but also related to 

another method. This is the forbidden technique!"In the cultivation world, anything that was related to 

the word 'forbidden' was extraordinary.For example, forbidden secret manuals, forbidden living beings, 

forbidden lands, forbidden areas, including the forbidden technique that Die Yue mentioned!"What is a 

forbidden technique?"Su Zimo asked.Die Yue said, "Regardless of the race, all living beings have 

cultivated various kinds of 'techniques'. Divine abilities, secret arts, immortal arts, and secret arts can all 

be classified as' techniques'." 

 

"And forbidden techniques are the pinnacle of techniques!""The so-called pinnacle of techniques is 

close to the Dao. The reason why forbidden techniques are powerful is because they are infinitely close 

to the Dao!"And the power of the Dao belonged to the category that only Emperors could come into 

contact with and control!Su Zimo suddenly recalled the scene of his battle with the Academy 

Patriarch.The Academy Patriarch had been schemed against by Qinglian's true body with the Hell Water 

Spring. He had already been severely injured and was at a disadvantage.But the Academy Patriarch had 

released a technique called the Three Pure Qi, which even Wu Dao's true body had felt a trace of fear.It 

was also because of this mysterious mist that the Academy Patriarch had been able to remove the Hell 

Water Spring from his body and stabilize his injuries.Now that he thought about it, the Three Pure Qi 

should be a forbidden technique that the Academy Patriarch had mastered!The Academy Patriarch had 

already mastered a forbidden technique not long after entering the Emperor realm. His talent and 

strength were evident.Die Yue said, "You said that you have not deduced the Dharmic formulations after 



the Martial Domain realm that you created."Su Zimo nodded.Die Yue said, "Actually, you don't have to 

be so obsessed with this that you have to create a Dao technique that is completely different from the 

immortal, Buddhist, and fiend Daos.""As the saying goes, all paths lead to the same destination. No 

matter what Dao technique it is, it will all lead to the same destination.""For example, although the 

cultivation technique of the demon race that I imparted to you is slightly different in the beginning, you 

still have to go through the threshold of the Core Dao. The Wu Dao that you created also has the Blood 

Qi Jin Dan.""Wu Dao's Dharmic formulations also have Heaven and Earth Dharma Characteristics. Since 

that's the case, why can't Wu Dao create the universe and condense the world after his realm?""All 

paths lead to the same destination. All paths lead to the same destination …"Su Zimo murmured softly 

and his eyes lit up.The fog in front of Wu Dao gradually faded and the entire world seemed to be on the 

verge of dispersing!Die Yue was right.Actually, his original intention of creating Wu Dao had already 

been achieved back in Tianhuang Mainland.Just half of the Martial Sutra was enough for the living 

beings of the ten thousand races to condense Martial Spirits. They could cultivate their own Heaven and 

Earth Dharma Characteristics without relying on spirit roots and continue cultivating according to the 

Dao techniques of the immortal, Buddhist and fiend Daos to change their destinies. 

 

Wu Dao's Nine Transformations, Martial Spirit realm, Dharma Characteristic realm, Conjoint Body realm, 

Fate Wheel realm, True Martial realm, Martial Domain realm … Emperor realm!Many Dharmic 

formulations eventually converged at the Emperor realm.The Emperor realm was the endpoint of the 

immortal, Buddhist and fiend Daos.It was also the endpoint of Wu Dao.However, this was not the 

endpoint of Wu Dao's true body!Even after Wu Dao's true body created the Martial Domain realm into a 

world, his future path was completely different from other Wu Dao cultivators.His true Wu Dao body 

was an extremely special Grotto-Heaven that others could not replicate.That Grotto-Heaven would 

eventually transform into a world as well.At that time, even Su Zimo did not know what changes would 

occur between the two worlds, one internal and one external. Where would Wu Dao's true body head 

to?Both of them benefited immensely from this exchange of Dao techniques!Su Zimo finally confirmed 

Wu Dao's final Dharmic formulation.As for Die Yue, she had a new understanding of her Dao by 

comparing it to Wu Dao's Dharmic formulation. 

Chapter 2936 

"Let's not talk about cultivation,"Die Yue said, "Let's talk about you. Starting from that small town in 

Tianhuang Mainland, I'm rather curious about what you've been through all these years to reach this 

point."Die Yue was born into an ordinary background. She started from a weak race and cultivated all 

the way to her current position as an emperor.She knew very well how many hardships she had been 

through throughout her cultivation journey.It was already way too rare for Su Zimo to be able to ascend 

to the upper world from a Minor Thousand Realm. Now that he was here, standing before her in the 

vast wilderness.Die Yue was still in disbelief the moment she caught sight of Su Zimo."Alright,"Su Zimo 

nodded and told Die Yue about everything he had experienced and met since he started cultivating.Die 

Yue wanted to hear about it and Su Zimo wanted to share as well.The reason why he was able to reach 

this point was because Die Yue had once changed his fate for him!Su Zimo talked about Misty Peak and 

the dangers he encountered while cultivating both immortality and demonic. Die Yue had already 

expected that before she left.He talked about the Great Zhou Dynasty, Chen Meng Qi, the ancient 

battlefield, the Dragon Burial Valley and the two sentences that Die Yue left at the bottom of the 

valley.He talked about imparting martial arts to all living beings, Kunlun Ruins, Monk Daming and the 



Blood Demon Dao Lord.No matter what dangers Su Zimo encountered, Die Yue merely listened quietly 

with a calm expression.That was because she knew that the fact that Su Zimo could appear before her 

meant that he had already overcome the danger and turned it into safety.However, when she heard 

that Su Zimo had ascended to the upper world and was intercepted by the Patriarch of the Academy and 

the Underworld King of Cloud, she still frowned and her expression turned cold.Die Yue was filled with 

killing intent.The clone of the Underworld King of Cloud was destroyed by her.The source of that 

assassination was inextricably linked to her.Despite knowing her identity, the Underworld King of Cloud 

still dared to attack Su Zimo!"It's nothing,"Su Zimo seemed to have sensed Die Yue's thoughts and said 

lightly, "The Patriarch of the Academy was severely injured by me. He has hidden his tracks and does not 

dare to show himself.""As for Secluded Cloud King, I will naturally look for him. There is no hurry."In Su 

Zimo's mind, a mere Secluded Cloud King was not worthy of Wu Dao's main body personally taking 

action. 

 

Back then, King Youyun had tried to kill the Dragon Phoenix True Body and Qinglian True Body. Now that 

the Dragon Phoenix had been destroyed, the Qinglian True Body that had fused with the Dragon 

Phoenix True Body would naturally settle this grudge!Die Yue nodded and didn't say anything else. She 

gently rubbed her forehead as if she was tired."You seem a little tired. Do you want to rest?"Su Zimo 

noticed the abnormality in Die Yue's body and asked softly.Die Yue was indeed tired.In the past few 

years, she had been supporting the Eastern Barren Territory by herself, fending off Cang and Emperor 

Azure Flame.Although she had the nine mountain ranges and the nine great demon emperors following 

her, she was the only one who could truly go against a peak Emperor Emperor.However, in front of 

others, Die Yue would never reveal her fatigue, let alone her weak side.She would only relax in front of 

Su Zimo.It was just like Ping Yang Town back then. Although it was a short period of time, it was an 

experience that she had never had before. It was also a carefree feeling that she had never had 

before.There was no rain of blood, no pressure to survive, no numerous powerful enemies, and no 

endless battles and killings.Although Ping Yang Town was not big, to her, it was like a paradise where 

she could let go of everything."I am a little tired."Die Yue leaned her body slightly and rested her cheek 

gently on Su Zimo's shoulder. She said indifferently, "Continue talking about ascending to the upper 

world then …"When Die Yue leaned over, Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat and his body stiffened.A few 

strands of the woman's black hair swayed with the wind and tickled his cheek.A faint fragrance wafted 

from beside him, causing his heart to flutter.Although Su Zimo had cultivated for many years, he was still 

hot-blooded and could not help but let his imagination run wild at that moment.He glanced sideways at 

the woman beside him and was stunned.Die Yue was already asleep.At their cultivation realm, sleep was 

not indispensable and they could even stay awake for thousands of years.However, as long as one was a 

human, no matter their cultivation realm, there would always be times when they needed to rest to 

relax and enjoy peace.It was just like in the cultivation world. Once cultivators reached the Nascent Soul 

realm, they could forgo grain and drink dew to reach the level of inedia. 

 

However, be it Void Reversions, Conjoint Body Mighty Figures, Perfected Immortals or Immortal 

Emperors of the upper world, they would still taste some delicacies.It was not to fill their stomachs, but 

purely to enjoy the delicacies of the world.As he looked at the sleeping Die Yue, all of Su Zimo's 

distracting thoughts vanished instantly.Instead, he felt a sense of pity in his heart.He did not know how 

long it had been since Die Yue rested, how exhausted and stressed she must be to be able to fall asleep 

in such a short period of time.Furthermore, the fact that Die Yue could fall asleep beside him.That also 



proved something.Die Yue trusted him unconditionally.By his side, Die Yue could let down her guard 

completely and relax completely.Su Zimo could not bear to do anything overboard and wake Die Yue up. 

He merely sat there quietly and accompanied her.By the time Su Zimo rushed over with tiger and the 

other two, it was already late at night.The night passed.Die Yue only woke up slowly when the morning 

sun rose and the rays of sunlight pierced through the horizon.Die Yue, who had just woken up, no longer 

had the domineering aura of a ruler. She looked like an ordinary woman as she left Su Zimo's shoulder. 

Her black hair was messy and she had a dazed expression on her face.She stared at Su Zimo for a while 

and seemed to have realized something.Die Yue raised her head, revealing her snow-white neck. She 

gently stretched her neck backwards, and even the loose red robe could not hide her graceful 

figure.After a night's sleep, Die Yue's mental state was clearly much better than before.Before long, the 

dazed expression on Die Yue's face dissipated and her aura changed silently, returning to normal."It's 

been a long time since I rested like this."Die Yue muttered to herself.Su Zimo looked at Die Yue and 

asked slowly, "You're injured?"Die Yue slept for an entire night.Su Zimo watched over her and 

accompanied her for an entire night.Su Zimo could naturally sense that Die Yue's occasional tiredness 

was not only because she had not rested for a long time, but also because she was injured 

internally!Otherwise, given Die Yue's cultivation, she might have sensed Su Zimo the moment he arrived. 

 

Furthermore, he had fought against the two demon emperors in the Tai Ah Mountain Range."Yes."Die 

Yue nodded and did not hide anything.There was no need for her to hide anything in front of Su 

Zimo."Did Emperor Qing Yan do this?"Su Zimo asked."It's just him alone. He can't hurt me."Die Yue 

shook her head and said, "He has seven other peak Emperors by his side. They are called the Seven 

Nights Dragon Emperors. They are considered top experts among the peak Emperors."Being able to hurt 

Die Yue was enough to prove this point.But since Die Yue was injured, why did Emperor Qing Yan's' Cang 

'not take the opportunity to occupy Eastern Wilderness?As if seeing Su Zimo's confusion, Die Yue said 

lightly, "If I was injured, they would not have been able to escape unscathed."Everyone should sleep 

early too. Die Yue was completely relaxed. She slept until dawn and did not update for the rest of the 

night … 

Chapter 2937 

One against seven!Moreover, the opponents were all top tier Emperors. This was Die Yue's 

strength!"What is the background of 'Cang'?"Asked Su Zimo."I'm not sure."Die Yue said, "This group of 

experts did not have many numbers at the start, but they were extremely powerful. After descending to 

the great wilderness, they began to fight and kill everywhere. For no reason, countless living beings in 

the great wilderness were destroyed.""Any power, any race, only by submitting to 'Cang' will they be 

able to preserve their lives. If they resist in the slightest, they will be slaughtered to the last."Su Zimo 

frowned slightly.The appearance of 'Cang' was like an unexpected disaster to the great wilderness.All 

living beings in the great wilderness were living normally, but a group of experts suddenly appeared and 

killed everywhere. It was unreasonable, and all living beings could only resist.Die Yue said, "When an 

Emperor expert's foundation is damaged and the world is shaken, it is very difficult to recover. They 

need a large amount of Genesis Qi.""Every time the group of Emperor experts from 'Cang' retreated 

after being injured, no one knows where they went. But they can recover very quickly and make a 

comeback. This is the power of 'Cang'. "Su Zimo said, "In other words, behind 'Cang', there might be a 

place with a large amount of Genesis Qi that can allow them to recover their broken world faster."Die 

Yue nodded.Suddenly, Su Zimo asked, "Are there any special symbols among the experts of 'Cang'? For 



example, identity badges?""Yes."Die Yue said, "Every living being from 'Cang' will have a token made of 

a special material at their waist. The word 'Cang' is written on it.""Cang?"Su Zimo took out another 

token from his storage bag and handed it to Die Yue. "Is it this token?"Die Yue glanced at it and nodded. 

"The token is made of the same material, but the words on it are different."Su Zimo's token had the 

word 'Yan' written on it. He had obtained it from the young man who had died at his hands in the Nine 

Underworlds Sinned Grounds.Su Zimo pondered for a moment and suddenly asked, "Have you heard of 

the Heavenly Court?""The Heavenly Court?"Die Yue shook her head.Su Zimo then roughly recounted 

what he had encountered in the Nine Serenities Sinful Grounds.Die Yue said, "Most Imperial Emperors 

can sense that there must be a colossus behind the Celestial Tribute World. From the looks of it, it 

should be the Celestial Court." 

 

Su Zimo speculated, "Cang is most likely from the Heavenly Courts."However, he was still unable to 

figure out what the words' Cang 'and' Yan 'on the command token meant.Could it be the two forces in 

the Heavenly Court?Where is the Heavenly Court?Die Yue seemed to have thought of something and 

suddenly asked, "You shattered the Nine Underworlds Sinful Land and left a 'Yan' imprint on your palm. 

There would definitely be people from the Heaven Court chasing after you. How did you get rid of the 

danger? “"Now that I think about it, the expert chasing after me should be a peak Sovereign 

Emperor."Su Zimo said, "With my strength, I cannot fight against a peak Sovereign Emperor. However, 

something extremely strange happened while I was fleeing.""In the starry sky, I suddenly saw a white 

pheasant.""Hmm?"Die Yue's expression changed when she heard that. She turned around and sized up 

Su Zimo. She asked in a deep voice, "You met her?""Who is she?"Su Zimo was stunned for a moment 

before asking instead."Evil Emperor."Die Yue was silent for a long time before saying softly."Evil 

Emperor?"Su Zimo thought carefully and said, "After seeing that white pheasant, I seemed to have 

entered another world. In that world, black and white were reversed and ignorant. I vaguely remember 

meeting a little girl named 'Ah Xie' …""Could she be the Evil Emperor?"Die Yue nodded with a 

complicated expression."Her true form is that white pheasant?"Su Zimo asked again.Die Yue shook her 

head and said, "That is just a dream realm that she created. The White Pheasant's Dream, the person 

who encountered it is unknown. Everything you experienced was in the dream realm that she created. 

""Therefore, when you wake up, you won't remember many things clearly. That is one of the 

characteristics of a dream realm.""Furthermore, in the dream realm, you won't be able to tell if you are 

in reality or a dream.""No matter how bizarre everything in the dream realm is, you won't notice 

anything unusual in the dream realm. It's only after you wake up from the dream that you will feel that 

it's bizarre and absurd."Su Zimo was enlightened.Everything that Die Yue had said was exactly the same 

as what he had felt! 

 

It was no wonder that he could only recall fragments of his experiences in that lifetime no matter how 

hard he tried.It was no wonder that he did not notice anything unusual in that world despite all the 

bizarre and inexplicable things that happened.It was as though he could not cultivate in that world and 

could not even remember Wu Dao.In that world filled with lies and darkness, he had never given in and 

was out of place. There was no way he could have survived.However, he lived through an entire 

lifetime.After he woke up from the dream, he felt that everything was too unreal, as though it was a 

dream."Evil Emperor?"Su Zimo asked with a frown, "Who is she? Why would she create such a dream 

realm and drag me into it? ""In that dream realm, I seemed to have seen the peak Emperor from the 

Heavenly Courts who was chasing after me. However, by the time I woke up, that peak Emperor was 



already gone.""He won't appear anymore."Die Yue shook her head."Dead?"Die Yue was silent for a 

moment before saying, "Not exactly dead, but a life worse than death.""I told you earlier that someone 

told me some things about the Great Emperor and the Vast Thousand Worlds. That person was the Evil 

Emperor."Die Yue said, "Initially, I didn't want you to get involved in this matter. I didn't expect that you 

would still meet her.""Actually, the dream of the white pheasant that you encountered was like a test 

for you.""If you were assimilated by the surrounding darkness in that dream realm, you would have 

fallen, compromised, and submitted to it, you would never be able to escape from the dream 

realm.""You would have sunk into it forever and become one of the beasts inside!""The Evil Emperor is 

eccentric and does things strangely. Anyone who is chosen by her, no matter who it is, will be dragged 

into that dream realm to undergo a test.""If you can pass the test, you will be able to live. If you can't, 

you will become a beast and sink into that world forever, a life worse than death."Hearing this, Su Zimo 

suddenly recalled Ah Xie's hateful words, "They are a bunch of beasts!"All of a sudden!Su Zimo's heart 

skipped a beat as an idea flashed through his mind. It was as though an extremely important piece of 

information had appeared. 

 

Beasts, beasts …Su Zimo said slowly, "The Evil Emperor is probably one of the Six Paths, the Great 

Emperor of the Beast Path!"Die Yue looked at Su Zimo in surprise when she heard that. She nodded and 

said, "You actually know about the Beast Path?" 

Chapter 2938 

The Beast Dao was one of the six Daos and was not considered a secret.However, the fact that Su Zimo 

knew about the existence of Beast Dao and that there were Emperor Realm experts shocked her.Su 

Zimo smiled. "Not only do I know about the Beast Dao, I also know that you've been to the Netherworld 

and started a massacre there."Die Yue raised her brow slightly.Under normal circumstances, apart from 

the living beings of the Netherworld, no one else would know about this.Die Yue said, "Seems like 

you've indeed experienced many things after ascending."The two of them chatted on the green rock for 

a long time. However, Die Yue snuggled up to him to sleep later on and he did not mention anything 

about his experiences after ascending."What happened in the Great Wilderness Domain back then?"Su 

Zimo asked.Die Yue gazed into the distance with a look of reminiscence. A moment later, she said 

slowly, "Initially, when Cang appeared, although there were some peak Imperial Lords, they were far 

from as strong as they are now.""We fought several times and eventually, a huge battle broke out. In 

that battle, Cang suffered heavy losses and lost a few Imperial Lords. The rest retreated with severe 

injuries and I was injured as well. ""Right then, I saw that white pheasant."The appearance of the white 

pheasant meant that the Evil Emperor had appeared!Su Zimo asked, "You were dragged into that dream 

realm as well?"Die Yue nodded. "However, after I was trapped in the white pheasant's dream for 10 

years, I realized that something was amiss and broke out of her dream realm."Su Zimo was stunned.Die 

Yue said it casually but he knew how difficult it was!Even with his Dao heart, he could not break out of 

the white pheasant's dream and wake up.Furthermore, this was a dream realm created by the Evil 

Emperor. The fact that Die Yue could break out of it was proof of her capabilities!Die Yue said, "Although 

I broke out of the dream realm, I discovered that I was no longer in the great wilderness. Instead, I was 

in an extremely foreign world filled with living beings with bloodshot eyes that were extremely 

aggressive.""Beast Dao?"Su Zimo asked.Die Yue nodded and said, "These creatures with blood-red eyes 

have no humanity and are like livestock. In the Middle World, they are also called Evil Spirits."When he 

heard that, Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat as he suddenly understood something. 



 

Die Yue continued, "The Evil Emperor appeared and told me some secrets about the Great Emperor, 

Genesis Qi and the Great Thousand World.""Later, she gave me two choices. Firstly, if I become a Great 

Emperor in the future and choose to do one thing for her, she can send me back to the Great Wilderness 

right now. ""As for what to help her with, she seemed to have some misgivings and didn't say 

clearly.""Secondly, she let me go and let me fend for myself."Based on Su Zimo's understanding of Die 

Yue, she would never compromise and be controlled by others.Su Zimo said, "You must have chosen the 

second path."Die Yue nodded.Su Zimo frowned and said, "In the Beast Path, there are beasts and evil 

spirits everywhere. You are an outsider, so it will be difficult for you to move around there. This path is 

not easy to walk."Die Yue said, "These Evil Spirits are nothing to me. But without the power of a Great 

Emperor, it is impossible to break through the barrier between the Beast Path and the Middle World. 

""So, you entered the underworld?"Su Zimo asked.Die Yue nodded.Su Zimo frowned slightly and asked, 

"Logically speaking, there should also be a barrier between the Beast Path and the underworld. How did 

you break through it?"Wu Dao's original body had entered the underworld from the Hell Path because 

Acheron was connected to the underworld, and the barrier between the two was relatively weak.Die 

Yue said, "In the Beast Path, there is a waterfall that flows straight down to the sky. If you follow this 

waterfall and go against the flow, you will enter a mysterious river."A thought flashed in Su Zimo's mind 

and he blurted out, "The Styx River!"A look of surprise flashed across Die Yue's face. After a while, she 

nodded and said, "It's the Styx River."Back in the Hell Path, the Void Yaksha and Hell Master Ku Quan 

had told him some legends about the Styx River. Wu Dao's original body had even attempted to enter 

the Styx River.However, he did not last long before retreating.The Nine Springs of Hell possessed all 

sorts of mysterious and powerful powers, and the source of the Nine Springs was the Styx River!In the 

Ghost Path, there was a River of Life where the Brahma Ghost Mother resided.The source of the River of 

Life was also the Styx River!Therefore, when he heard Die Yue talk about a waterfall in the Beast Path 

that flowed against the flow, the first thing he thought of was the Styx River. 

 

In that case, there was a high chance that the Styx River had seven tributaries that connected the six 

paths and the underworld!As though she recalled something, Die Yue narrowed her eyes slightly with a 

wary expression and said sternly, "There's something terrifying at the end of the Styx River. You have to 

be careful …"Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat.If even Die Yue was so wary, what was at the end of the 

Styx River?A moment later, Die Yue continued, "After entering the Styx River, I followed the flow and 

entered the underworld."The underworld had its own rules and laws.Only souls could enter the 

underworld.For an existence of flesh and blood like Die Yue, entering the underworld would definitely 

attract the encirclement and obstruction of the experts of the underworld. Naturally, a huge battle was 

unavoidable.A cold glint flashed through Die Yue's eyes as she said indifferently, "Those Ghost Emperors 

were all rude and wanted to keep me in the underworld forever. Therefore, I killed my way 

out."Although Die Yue said it casually, Su Zimo knew that Die Yue had once killed more than ten 

Emperors of the underworld in the underworld, including the Ghost Emperors of the Five Directions!The 

Ghost Emperors of the Five Directions were all peak Emperor Lords!Die Yue continued, "Later on, I killed 

my way to Calf Carrying Mountain and saw the entrance of the six paths.""Although I killed some Ghost 

Emperors of the underworld, I was severely injured and leaped into the human dao."At that point, Die 

Yue paused for a moment and glanced sideways at Su Zimo beside her. "By the time I woke up, I had 

already been picked up by you."Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat and he was dumbfounded.This matter 

was completely out of his expectations.To think that Die Yue would have come to Tianhuang Mainland 



through such a method!The six paths were divided into the Heavenly Dao, Human Dao, Shura Dao, 

Ghost Dao, Animal Dao and Hell Dao.Could Human Dao lead to Tianhuang Mainland?Or could Human 

Dao lead to a small chiliocosm?However, due to fate, Die Yue happened to descend on Tianhuang 

Mainland, one of the billions of small chiliocosms?Suddenly, Su Zimo thought of something else.Princess 

Yufei once said that she was able to retain her memories of her previous life after she died because she 

obtained a Paramita Flower in Tianhuang Mainland. 

 

However, the Paramita Flower only grew on both sides of Acheron Road in the underworld and could 

not have appeared on Tianhuang Mainland.However, Die Yue happened to descend to Tianhuang 

Mainland through the human dao from the underworld!"Did you pluck a Paramita Flower when you left 

the underworld?"Su Zimo asked instinctively.Die Yue frowned slightly and recalled for a moment before 

replying, "I think I have some recollection of it. Back then, I saw some bright red flowers growing by the 

roadside that were similar to the color of my robes. Therefore, I plucked one casually.""However, by the 

time I woke up, the flower was gone and I did not look for it." 

Chapter 2939 

Indeed!The Hurricane Lily was brought to Tianhuang Mainland by Die Yue from the 

Netherworld.However, by chance, it was obtained by Princess Yufei.After Princess Yufei ascended, she 

perished and her soul fell into the Netherworld where she was baptized by Acheron's water. However, 

because she had the Hurricane Lily with her, she was able to retain her memories of her previous life 

and was reborn in Hell.Although he figured that out, Su Zimo had an even greater doubt in his 

heart!"Human Dao, Tianhuang Mainland …"Su Zimo frowned slightly and fell into deep 

thought.Naturally, it could be a coincidence that Die Yue descended to Tianhuang Mainland through 

human Dao.However, there was also a possibility that it wasn't!Although Tianhuang Mainland was one 

of the billions of Lesser Chiliocosms, it was indeed different from the other Lesser Chiliocosms.Every 

single Lesser Chiliocosm would more or less have some treasures that were passed down from the 

upper world.That was logical as well.However, some of the treasures on Tianhuang Mainland did not 

come from the upper world!For example, the creation of Qinglian that he obtained was most likely from 

the upper world!As for the two divine stones on Qinglian's true body, Illumination and Nether Glow, 

there were no records of them in the middle world either. There was a possibility that they came from 

the upper world as well.What was so special about Tianhuang Mainland?For a moment, Su Zimo could 

not figure it out. After pondering for a moment, he said, "I just figured something out. Initially, I thought 

that the evil demon that the Celestial Venerate World mentioned was referring to a person.""Now, it 

seems like the so-called evil demons should be referring to the Evil Emperor and the Fiend 

Master!""However, I wonder what the background of the Fiend Master is?""The beasts under the Evil 

Emperor are known as evil spirits. Logically speaking, there should be a group of demons under the 

Fiend Master as well."Die Yue said, "The Shura is a fiend.""The Shura race is jealous and carries hatred in 

their hearts. They are ferocious and can fight well. The master of the Shura is the Fiend Master!"Su Zimo 

revealed a look of realization.Much of the fog that had shrouded his heart had gradually dissipated.Su 

Zimo said, "In the past ten epochs, there have been several great upheavals that swept through the 

three thousand worlds and affected all living beings. Now, it seems like one side is very likely to be the 

Heavenly Court behind the Celestial Tribute World, and the other side is the Devil Master and the Evil 

Emperor." 

 



"Perhaps even the Lord of the Underworld, the Lord of the Ghost Dao, and the Lord of Hell!"Die Yue also 

nodded and said, "The thing that Evil Emperor wanted me to help her with back then was most likely to 

challenge the Heavenly Court.""What do you think?"Su Zimo asked.The two forces gradually became 

clear. Die Yue's Desolate Wilderness and the entire Middle Realm were in the middle.Behind Cang is the 

Heavenly Court. This means that Die Yue has already clashed with the Heavenly Court!Die Yue and the 

Evil Emperor did not seem to be on good terms.The reason why Die Yue was severely injured and fell to 

Tianhuang Mainland was because of the appearance of the Evil Emperor."I don't know."Die Yue shook 

her head, "I don't want to participate in the battle between the Heavenly Court and the Underworld.""If 

there comes a day when I want to take action, I'll definitely have my own reasons and not because I'm 

forced by others."Su Zimo understood what Die Yue meant.Be it the Heavenly Court or the Underworld, 

they did not know much about them.In fact, they did not even know the reason for the war between the 

two factions.Right now, Die Yue was not helping either side. However, in the future, whether she helped 

the Heavenly Court or the Underworld, it would be her own choice!Die Yue said, "The reason why I 

didn't want to tell you about the Evil Emperor's identity previously was because I didn't want you to be 

embroiled in this catastrophe.""I'm afraid I'm already in it."Su Zimo shook his head gently. "Right now, I 

have another identity. I'm the Lord of Hell.""Hmm?"Die Yue frowned and asked, "What's going on?"Su 

Zimo recounted to Die Yue everything that happened after he ascended.That included how he obtained 

the inheritance of the Infernal Emperor, was pushed into the ancient well by the tomb keeper and fell 

into the Hell Dao. Thereafter, he barged into the Underworld and the Ghost Dao before returning to the 

upper world."To think that there's such a thing."Die Yue murmured in deep thought, "Seems like the 

tomb keeper wanted to rope you in as well. That's why he pushed you into Hell."Su Zimo nodded. 

 

"What do you think? Do you want to help the Underworld?"Die Yue asked.Su Zimo shook his head. 

"There are many things that are still unknown and I don't want to take sides just yet. Furthermore, I 

don't have the strength to do so right now. "Pausing for a moment, Su Zimo looked at Die Yue and raised 

his hand that they were still holding, smiling. "If I have to take sides, I'll take your side.""Sure."The two 

of them exchanged glances and smiled.Su Zimo pondered for a moment and asked, "What sort of 

person is the Evil Emperor?"For a moment, he could not connect that frail and pitiful little girl in his 

memories with the Lord of the Beast Dao.Die Yue hesitated for a long time, as though she was 

considering how to describe it."She's very special."Die Yue said, "It's hard to define her as good or 

evil. In her world, there are only two types of living beings. One is humans and the other is beasts. 

""Regardless of background, race or cultivation, anyone who enters her dream realm can only survive if 

they are not assimilated by the darkness within.""In the dream, when you see someone in trouble, you 

will mock them, kick them when they are down, and gloat over their misfortune. You will fall into the 

path of animals and suffer the torture of other animals again and again. You will wish you were 

dead.""All evildoers will fall into the Beast Dao.""The Evil Emperor will make them suffer the evildoers' 

sins in the Beast Dao over and over again. That is the retribution she spoke of.""She believes in the 

reincarnation of the Heavenly Dao and that evil will be repaid with evil. If someone does evil and does 

not receive retribution, she will drag that person into the Beast Dao! ""Don't you blame her?"Su Zimo 

asked.Back then, the Evil Emperor was the one who swept Die Yue into the white pheasant's dream and 

fell into the Beast Dao. Later on, she entered the human world through the Netherworld and fell into 

Tianhuang Mainland before returning to the great wilderness.Die Yue shook her head gently. "Of course, 

I was resentful at the start. However, I gradually understood after three years in Ping Yang Town.""She 

actually has no ill intentions towards me.""If she truly wanted to keep me in the Beast Dao, I wouldn't 



have been able to escape. In fact, if she wanted me to be trapped in the dream realm forever, I wouldn't 

have been able to escape either." 

 

"I merely broke through one of her dream realms. However, the dream realms she created can be 

stacked endlessly, layer after layer.""When I went on a killing spree in the Netherworld, I alarmed a 

Emperor expert. He should be the Lord of the Netherworld.""However, the Lord of the Netherworld did 

not make a move later on. It must have something to do with her as well."Su Zimo pondered for a 

moment and took out a white jade pendant from his storage bag. "I had this jade pendant in my palm 

when I came out of that dream realm.""Oh?"Die Yue was slightly surprised. She received the jade 

pendant and returned it to Su Zimo after failing to make out anything about it. "I remember that this 

jade pendant is extremely important to her. The fact that she gave it to you means that she treats you 

differently from others. Accept it properly. " 

Chapter 2940 

Su Zimo kept the white jade pendant and suddenly thought of something else. He asked, "How long is 

the lifespan of a Great Emperor?"Die Yue said, "The lifespan of an Emperor is about ten million years. If 

a Great Emperor belongs to the next realm, his lifespan will definitely be more than ten million 

years.""And almost none of the Great Emperors in history had a good ending. Most of them died in that 

catastrophe, so it's hard to estimate their lifespan."Su Zimo said, "As far as I know, the Longevity Great 

Emperor of the last era had a good ending and his lifespan was only twenty million years.""There are 

two possibilities."Die Yue said, "First, a Great Emperor's lifespan is twenty million years. Second, the 

living beings in the Middle World are restricted by the laws of heaven and earth, so their lifespan is only 

twenty million years. ""Something's still not right."Su Zimo shook his head. "Although the Six Paths and 

the Middle World exist side by side, it's still below the Greater World. Logically speaking, the Great 

Emperors of the Six Paths should also have an upper lifespan. “"But the Demon Lord and the Evil 

Emperor have existed since a few eras ago. It's probably been hundreds of millions of years since then. 

How could they have lived for so long?"Die Yue shook her head.She couldn't figure it out either.For a 

few eras, most of the Great Emperors in the Middle World had died in the catastrophe, but the Demon 

Lord and the Evil Emperor had lived until now!Su Zimo pondered. "Or could it be that the Demon Lord 

and the Evil Emperor had died long ago, but could be revived in every era?"But soon, Su Zimo rejected 

this idea.A Great Emperor was already the upper limit of a Middle World's power.What kind of power 

would it take to revive a Great Emperor?Even the Heavenly Burial Scripture couldn't do it."Why did Cang 

invade the Great Wilderness?"Su Zimo asked."I don't know, and it's not important."Die Yue said, "Do 

you remember what I told you? The Upper World is like a bloody and dark forest. The survival of all 

races is like walking on thin ice, and other forces can barge in at any time to kill as they please.""In the 

eyes of Cang, all the living beings of the great wilderness are nothing more than a bunch of 

ants.""There's no need for a reason. At first, Cang didn't even put the creatures of the Great Wilderness 

in his eyes. He just stepped on them like it was just a casual step in the forest. He didn't even look 

down." 

 

"Merely, it didn't expect to step on a stone."As she spoke, Die Yue's gaze shifted to the ground not far 

away.In an instant, it was as if time had accelerated.On the hard ground, there were a few stalks of 

tender grass that were tenaciously growing. They were full of vitality and exuded the vitality of life.A 

butterfly fluttered in the air and landed on a few stalks of grass.Suddenly!A gust of wind blew past, 



sending sand and stones flying.This gust of wind came very suddenly. It swept across the butterfly's 

body and destroyed its thin wings, as if it wanted to blow it far away and tear it into pieces.This butterfly 

seemed so weak and helpless in the fierce wind.The wings on its back were almost broken!However, the 

butterfly remained motionless the entire time, silently fighting against the howling winds around 

it!"Look at that stalk of grass. No matter how hard the ground is, it will eventually break out of the 

ground."Suddenly, Die Yue's voice sounded, "This gust of wind can blow sand and stones, but it can't 

move a weak butterfly.""That's life.""No matter how weak a race is, it's still life.""And the power of life 

lies in its unwillingness to submit!"When he heard that, Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat.At that moment, 

he sensed Die Yue's Dao!It was because of her unwillingness to submit that Die Yue was able to rise 

from the weakest butterfly race to where she was today!Die Yue asked again, "Do you know why I 

imparted you Dao techniques in Ping Yang Town back then?"Su Zimo replied, "You once said that you 

wanted to end this karma.""That's only one of the reasons."Die Yue said, "If you had chosen to submit 

and compromise in the face of Perfected Jin Dan's bullying, I would have imparted you Dao techniques 

and ended this karma as well. However, I wouldn't have taught you cultivation personally or left you any 

gifts.""It's precisely because you didn't kneel that I sensed the unwillingness to submit from you, the 

power of life."Realization dawned on Su Zimo.It was no wonder why Die Yue did not speak to him much 

even after staying in his residence for two years. 

 

However, after that incident, Die Yue took the initiative to look for him, wanting to impart her Dao 

techniques and bring him on the path of cultivation!Right then, the butterfly that was initially 

persevering in the raging winds suddenly flapped its wings gently.Instantly, the entire world seemed to 

have stopped!The next moment, the flapping wings on the butterfly's back created an even more 

terrifying gust of wind that swept in all directions!As for the butterfly, it stood in the midst of the gust 

like a divine being!Gradually, two balls of purple flames appeared in Su Zimo's eyes.What happened 

earlier on was not a coincidence.Die Yue was imparting her Dao!Of course, a single Dao technique could 

not raise Su Zimo's cultivation realm. However, the two true bodies could gain a lot of insights from 

it.Looking at Su Zimo who was comprehending the Dao technique, Die Yue nodded slightly with a look of 

admiration in her eyes.Right then, Die Yue's expression changed as though she had sensed something. 

Looking into the distance, she suddenly vanished from the spot.…Butterfly Valley.In the conference 

hall.By the time Die Yue arrived, the eight Demon Emperors of the Eastern Wilderness were all 

present!"What's the matter?"Die Yue sat in the middle with her blood-red robes and exuded a powerful 

aura as she asked indifferently.Beside Su Zimo, Die Yue would inadvertently reveal her weak side. 

However, in front of others, she was the powerful and invincible Blood Butterfly Demon Emperor whose 

name shook the entire Vast Wilderness!"There's a commotion from the Tai Ah Mountain Range."Dragon 

Emperor Huang Hai sat on his chair without standing up and said in a deep voice, "Cang should be 

making a move on the Tai Ah Mountain Range. I'm afraid Tian Wu won't be able to defend against it 

alone.""Tian Wu's collusion technique is dead. “Die Yue said.Hearing that, the Demonic Emperors' 

expressions changed slightly.Great Peng Demon Emperor said, "If that's the case, let's give up on the Tai 

Ah Mountain Range. We can't even take care of ourselves and can't help.""It's not appropriate to give 

up."Divine Elephant Demon Emperor frowned and said, "There are dozens of countries in the Tai Ah 

Mountain Range with billions of lives. Once we give up, Cang will invade and slaughter countless races." 

 

"Then what should we do?"Black Snake Demon Emperor said, "If we go and help, our mountain range 

will be empty and Cang will take advantage of it. The losses will be even greater."Dragon Emperor 



Huang Hai suddenly said, "If Xue Die appears, she should be able to defend against Cang's attack. 

However …"Pausing, Dragon Emperor Huang Hai looked at Die Yue and said, "It hasn't been long since 

the last battle. Xue Die, your injuries …"Die Yue looked at Dragon Emperor Huang Hai expressionlessly 

and said, "What are you trying to say?""Nothing."Dragon Emperor Huang Hai said, "I'm thinking that if 

your injuries haven't healed, we won't be able to defend the Tai Ah Mountain Range. If this continues, 

it's only a matter of time before the entire Eastern Wilderness is devoured by Cang.""If that's the case, 

why should we continue to persist? The sooner we submit, the sooner we may be able to accomplish 

something under Cang's command with our battle prowess. " 

 


